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Abstract - English

The Milky Way has undergone several mergers with other galaxies during its
lifetime. The mergers have been identified via stellar debris in the Halo of
the Milky Way. The practice of mapping these mergers is called galactic ar-
chaeology. To perform this archaeologic inspection, three stellar features must
be mapped: chemistry, kinematics and age. Historically, the latter has been
difficult to determine, but can today to high degree be determined through as-
teroseismology. Red giants are well fit for these analyses. In this thesis, the red
giant HE1405-0822 is completely characterized, using spectroscopy, asteroseis-
mology and orbit integration, to map its origin. HE1405-0822 is a CEMP-r/s
enhanced star in a binary system. Spectroscopy and asteroseismology are used
in concert, iteratively to get precise stellar parameters, abundances and age. Its
kinematics are analyzed, e.g. in action and velocity space, to see if it belongs
to any known kinematical substructures in the Halo. It is shown that the mass
accretion that HE1405-0822 has undergone has given it a seemingly younger age
than probable. The binary probably transfered C- and s-process rich matter,
but how it gained its r-process enhancement is still unknown. It also does not
seem like the star comes from a known merger event based on its kinematics,
and could possibly be a heated thick disk star.

Sammanfattning - Svenska

Vintergatan har genomg̊att flera sammanslagningar med andra galaxer under sin
livstid. Dessa sammanslagningar har identifierats genom rester av stjärnor i Vin-
tergatans Halo. Arbetssättet för att kartlägga dessa sammanslagningar kallas
galaktisk arkeologi. För att kunna göra en arkeologisk undersökning krävs tre
egenskaper hos de undersökta stjärnorna: kemi, kinematik och ålder. Historiskt
sett har den sistnämnda varit sv̊ar att bestämma, men kan idag bestämmas
med hög precision m.h.a. asteroseismologi. Röda jättar lämpar sig väl för
dessa analyser. I denna uppsats undersöks den röda jätten HE1405-0822. Den
kartläggs helt m.h.a. spektroskopi, asteroseismologi och bananalys. HE1405-
0822 är en CEMP-r/s-förhöjd stjärna i ett binärt system. Spektroskopi och
asteroseismologi används tillsammans, iterativt, för att f̊a precisa stjärnparame-
trar, kemiskt inneh̊all och ålder. Dess kinematik analyseras, t.ex. i verkan- och
hastighetsrummet, för att se om den tillhör n̊agon känd kinematisk substruktur
i Halon. Det visas att massöverföringen som HE1405-0822 genomg̊att har gett
den en skenbart yngre ålder än vad som är troligt. Denna binära kompanjon har
troligtvis övertfört C- och s-process-rikt material, men hur den fick sin mängd
r-processämnen är fortfarande okänt. Det verkar inte som att stjärnan kommer
fr̊an n̊agon tidigare kartlagd sammanslagning baserat p̊a dess kinematik, och
skulle kunna vara en stjärna med upphettad kinematik fr̊an Vintergatans tjocka
disk.
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1 Introduction

Our galaxy, the Milky Way, seems to be a typical spiral galaxy. It is of inter-
mediate size, and lives in a low-density area of our universe. In recent years,
astronomers have painted a clearer picture of the galaxy’s chaotic past. To
understand the past of the galaxy, we have to look at some of its oldest compo-
nents; just like archaeologists study remnants of human history. This method of
studying the galaxy’s history by looking at galactic fossils is thus called galactic
archaeology.

The fossils used for galactic archaeology are stars that have survived from
the early times of the galaxy’s life. Stars are powered by nuclear fusion that
takes place in their cores. This fusion results in the star’s amount of heavier
elements in the core increasing as the star ages. These stars then enrich their
environments, both during and after their lives, so that new generations of
stars born from the enriched medium contain more and more heavy elements
(or metals, as all elements heavier than helium are referred to in astronomy).
One age indicator of stars is thus their metallicity; the less the metallicity, in
general, the older the star. This means that the stars studied as fossils are so
called metal-poor stars. These stars can be found in abundance in the Halo of
the galaxy, which is a gas-thin region of metal-poor, old stars surrounding the
Milky Way. This means that the Halo is a component rich with information on
the Milky Way’s history.

When we examine these Halo fossils, we need the answers to three questions
on their origin: from what, where and when they came from. The first problem,
from what they came, can be answered by looking at the stellar metallicities.
This is because every gas from which a star forms, has its own chemical char-
acteristics. Since the star’s material is a mixture of that gas, it will have the
same chemical pattern. Thus, all stars from the same environment will show
this same pattern. To trace a star’s birth place, we must identify these chemical
signatures, to be able to identify which stars belong together.

Stars migrate because of gravitational pull from other objects. To answer
the second question, on where Halo stars come from, we do not only need
information on the gas cloud that the stars came from, but also where that gas
cloud originally was situated. These migrations can be tracked by looking at
stellar kinematics. Analyzing current trajectories and kinematical parameters,
and following those backwards while taking gravitational impact from nearby
objects into account, will tell us from where a star came.

The third question is answered by finding stellar ages. Ages are necessary
for making a timeline of different events in the Halo, assuming that stars born
in the same region also are of the same age. To reconstruct the history of our
galaxy, this timeline is paramount. Historically, answering this question has
been the hardest of all three. Only in recent years have our methods developed
enough to give precise information on stellar ages, for both stars in clusters and
the field. Still, this is an area that needs focus, because seismically derived Halo
star ages are currently only available for ∼ 15 objects.

The next step in our analysis is finding the necessary parameters to describe
stellar chemistry, kinematics and ages. The chemical pattern of a star can only
be found by looking at its spectrum. We can then compare its metallicity with
other stars, and see which stars it matches chemically. This is called chemical
tagging. Its trajectory can be found by performing astrometric measurements,
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i.e. trace its movements across the sky. Then, the age is left, and is the most
tricky part. It can be found to high precision by using asteroseismology, a
subfield of astronomy that has proven invaluable in recent years.

Asteroseismology is named after seismology. Just as geologists study the
seismic vibrations in the inner parts of the Earth, asteroseismologists study the
vibrations of stars. These occur because stars are gas spheres, through which
oscillations caused by gas movements travel. In this work, the focus is on solar-
like oscillations, caused by convective cells in the star’s envelope. Since these
oscillations arise close to the surface, they are easy to observe. The oscillations
are determined by the mean stellar density and the acoustic cut-off frequency;
using these parameters, the stellar mass and radius can be computed through
scaling relations. The star’s mass is directly linked to its age.

The kind of stars we want to study are thus metal-poor Halo stars with
surface convection. Stars that have this surface convection are red giant stars.
Red giant stars can be found in abundance in the Halo, and many of them are
metal-poor. They are stars of intermediate mass, that have run out of hydrogen
in their cores, and have begun fusing helium into heavier elements in a shell
around the core. They are very luminous, so that objects far away from us
can be observed. This lets us resolve vast spatial areas of the Halo. They also
exhibit a large age dispersion, so that we can look far in time using them as our
fossils.

The Milky Way has experienced mergers with other, smaller, galaxies during
its lifetime. Since these dwarf galaxies are low in mass, their star formation has
been uniform, creating stars of similar features. The accreted matter from
these mergers have spread throughout the Halo due to the gravitational pull
of the Milky Way, even distorting similarities in spatial coordinates. This has
created substructures in the Halo of stars that are linked to each other by
having the same chemical patterns, kinematics and ages. Tracking these streams
throughout the Galaxy gives us vital clues on what mergers occurred when,
and how they affected the Milky Way and its Halo. This in turn helps in
understanding how spiral galaxies form and grow.

1.1 Aim

The aim of this bachelor thesis is to fully characterise a red giant Halo star
using spectroscopy, photometry and asteroseismology. Features to be found
are the star’s atmospheric parameters, chemical abundance pattern, mass, age
and kinematics. These features will be used to discern the star’s chemical and
kinematic origin, to in turn aid in drawing conclusions on how the Halo has
accreted matter in the course of its lifetime. The efficiency of asteroseismology
versus spectroscopy will also be explored.
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2 Background

2.1 The Milky Way galaxy

The Milky Way (MW) is like many other barred spiral galaxies. It can be
broken into two main components: a disk of gas and younger, metal-rich stars,
centered on the Galactic (rotational) plane; and a spherical gas-depleted Halo
of old, metal-poor stars (see section 2.1.1). The smaller substructures of the
MW can also be discerned; we have the thin and thick disk; the galactic bar;
the spiral structure; and the centre. Between these substructures, the stars
have different spatial distributions and kinematics as well as different ages and
metallicities (Helmi 2020).

Figure 2.1: An artist’s impression of the MW. The distances shown are given
in parsec (pc). Globular clusters and tidal star streams are explained in Chap.
2.1.2. Population II stars are older, more metal-poor than the younger, more
metal-rich population I stars. Credit: https://www.handprint.com/ASTRO-
/galaxy.html.

How the MW formed is not entirely mapped. There are two schools of
thought; the top-down theory, and the bottom-up theory. The former means
that huge clouds of matter condensed into super-structures first, which later
broke into smaller pieces that later turned into galaxies. The latter theory
means that tiny nebulae first formed small gas clouds, star clusters, protogalax-
ies etc, and these smaller objects then fused to form bigger and bigger structures.
Currently, there is more support for the bottom-up theory than the top-down
theory. If that is mainly how the MW formed, then galaxy mergers would play
an important role in building it up.

One thing that supports this bottom-up scenario is that it is known that
the MW is situated in a galaxy-dense area. It belongs to the Local Group,
which is a collection of nearby spiral and dwarf galaxies that are loosely bound
gravitationally. The MW and the Andromeda Galaxy, M31, are the two biggest
components in this low-mass system, and will merge in 6 Gyr. But MW is al-
ready undergoing two stronger interactions: the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
(with the Small Magellanic Cloud, SMC, in orbit), believed to be a dwarf galaxy
ripped apart by the gravitational tug within the Local Volume, is now falling
towards us, and the Sagittarius (Sgr) dwarf galaxy can be seen as a trail of mass
wrapping around the MW (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016).

Determining the order in which the MW’s components formed requires an
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accurate cosmological model. The general belief is currently that ΛCDM (where
Λ denotes the cosmological constant and CDM stands for Cold Dark Matter) is
the correct model, in a universe where the Big Bang occurred. In this model,
the MW’s so called dark matter halo formed first. Later came the first Halo
stars, the bulge and the central black hole. When star formation and accretion
disk activity had just reached their peaks, the disk started forming. The thick
disk came first, and then the thin disk (Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn, 2002).
ΛCDM also predicts that mergers are a major component in building galaxies
(Di Matteo et al, 2019).

2.1.1 Halo

The MW has three halos; a stellar, gaseous and dark halo. These belong to the
same gravitational potential, but are different structures. The dark halo consists
of dark matter, and stretches the farthest out from the MW; the gaseous halo,
sometimes called the hot halo, consists of gas and surrounds the Galactic disk
(Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). Neither will be the focus of this work.
Instead, we look at the stellar Halo, denoted with a capital H. As mentioned
above, this Halo is a spherical structure surrounding the entire MW. It is thin
of gas, and the stars it consists of are older, metal-poor stars; fossils from an
earlier time in the MW’s history. It can be divided into substructures based on
energy, angular momentum, eccentricity and metallicity [Fe/H].1

Many things point to the Halo probably being largely composed of stars from
galaxies that have been cannibalized by the MW. One of those things are that
the stars it consists of are metal-poor. There exists a positive mass-metallicity
relation for galaxies, meaning that the more massive a galaxy, the higher its
metallicity. This implies that the proto-MW was one of the most massive objects
in its cosmic environment. Then, the accreted objects deposited in the Halo will
have been less massive; which is why the Halo stars are in general more metal-
poor (Helmi 2020). It has been believed for long that the main Halo building
blocks are dwarf galaxies (Fattahi et al. 2020).

Most Halo stars exhibit almost random motions compared to one another.
They have in general a spheroidal to spherical spatial distribution (Bland-
Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016). Also, they have very large velocities perpendicular
to the Galactic plane (denoted vZ). These kinematics sets them apart from
stars of other components and aids in their identification (Chiappini 2001, p.
509). The Halo stars that are in large retrograde motion (where retrograde
means that the angular velocity around the Galactic plane vφ < 0 km/s and
prograde means vφ > 0 km/s, meaning that these stars move in the opposite
and same direction respectively of the Galactic disk), where large retrograde
motion means vφ < −100 km/s, are predominantly metal-poor; and the more
retrograde their motions are, the more metal-poor the stars are (Koppelman et
al. 2019). These conclusions are quite new in the field, largely thanks to Gaia’s
second data release (GDR2) in April 2018. Previous to it, after the first data

1In astronomy, the amount of metals a star contains is called its metallicity. Metallicity
is measured as the number of iron to hydrogen atoms (NFe and NH, respectively) of a star,
compared to the solar value: [Fe/H] = log(NFe/NH) − log(NFe/NH)�. Iron is easy to
measure, and hydrogen is the most abundant element in every star. A star more metal-poor
than the Sun has a negative [Fe/H]. The abundance of a specific element is measured as
[X/Fe], an expression defined in the same way as [Fe/H]. The unit of both is dex, short for
decimal exponent.
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release, it was thought that those Halo stars that actually were metal-rich, were
more retrograde the more kinematically energetic they were. At lower metallic-
ities, Halo stars were thought to be less energetic and more prograde (Myeong
et al. 2018); the latter being a conclusion that since has been proven wrong.
Astrophysicists now have a clearer idea of the Halo’s different kinematically
defined substructures.

Because of stellar feedback, younger stars originate in more metal-rich clouds,
enriched by older stars; knowing that the Halo stars are metal-poor, that means
they are also old. Within the stellar Halo, two substructures can be seen, that
differ in age: the inner and the outer Halo. In the outer Halo, the age dispersion
of globular cluster stars is large, while those in the inner Halo have a negligible
age dispersion. The reason is probably that as the gaseous protogalaxy col-
lapsed, areas close to the Galactic centre collapsed quicker than those further
away because of their higher density. These areas then created more tightly
bound systems, in which star formation was quicker, while for the outer, more
loosely bound areas, star formation could take place over a longer period of time
(Searle & Zinn, 1978), which also leads to outer clusters being younger than the
inner ones.

This age division between the outer and the inner Halo is not random, but
could be better explained by a large mass accretion event (see Chap. 2.1.2).
After it was discovered that a large amount of Halo stars move in retrograde
orbit, the retrogradicity was examined closer. It turns out that the inner Halo,
the one with older stars, is a mixture of prograde thick disk stars (i.e. stars
formed in-situ) and retrograde merger debris stars, while the outer Halo consists
mostly of merger debris stars. This explanation for the age differences in the
inner and outer Halo is called the ”dual Halo” theory (Helmi, 2020), and means
that the inner and outer Halo had different formation paths (Helmi, 2016). The
outer Halo is also more retrograde than the inner, supporting that it is even
completely built up by mergers (Koppelman et al. 2019). A simulation showed
that the inner Halo is primarily composed of three accreted dwarf galaxies, and
the outer of approximately eight such galaxies. The three inner mergers are
more massive and the eight outer less so (Fattahi et al. 2020).

Even though the evidence for a large accretion event is convincing, there is
still a debate regarding to what extent the Halo has been enriched by mergers
and how many stars were actually formed in-situ. Di Matteo et al. (2019)
claim that for nearby Halo stars with [Fe/H] < −1 dex, 60 % are accreted stars,
while the other 40 % are heated, in-situ thick disc stars (which is also the major
contributor of stars to the inner Halo). Nearby Halo stars with [Fe/H] > −1
are all thick disc stars. This means that there are no in-situ Halo stars at all,
and what we now see as the Halo actually formed during merger events, as both
heated thick disk stars and merger debris were deposited there. The idea that
Halo stars not accreted during a merger actually being thick disk stars that have
been heated during a merger and perturbed to hotter orbits have been around
for a while (Helmi 2020).

Gallart et al. (2019) instead argues, based on stellar evolution models, that
the more metal-rich part of the Halo actually formed in-situ, while the other
stars indeed come from a merger event as described in literature. This merger
event would have heated progenitor MW stars that were in a disc-like structure,
so that their new kinematics would transform them into Halo stars. This is sup-
ported by an age determination of these metal-rich Halo stars; they concluded
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that these stars are among the oldest in the MW.

2.1.2 Accretion events

Streams of stars that have similar metallicities and phase space coordinates
can be seen across the MW. Since phase space coordinates are conserved in a
collision-less system such as a galaxy and metal enrichment is a process equal
for all stars, this suggests that the stars in a stream have the same origin. Their
spatial origin can be found by retracing their trajectories; this way, we know
that every stream in the MW has extragalactic origin. Thus, we come to the
conclusion that the MW accretes matter from its environment. These accretion
events can be chronologically mapped by finding the current positions and ve-
locities of stars within a stream and then the Galactic gravitational potential
(Johnston et al. 1999, p. L109). We already know that the MW is currently
undergoing two major interactions, i.e. mergers and apart-ripping of the LMC
and Sgr, which form streams. But many streams we see in the MW belong to
other, even larger, interactions than the LMC and Sgr.

The most major large interaction of that kind yet found is named Gaia-
Enceladus (G-E) by Helmi et al. (2018). Early on, a distinction between
prograde metal-rich and retrograde metal-poor stars were found in the Halo.
Then, these distinctions crystallized into the finding of several Halo stars close
to the Sun being in retrograde motion. A simulation of a system of mass 6 · 108

M� merging with the MW was then performed. Because the kinematics of the
observed retrograde stars resemble those of the simulation stars, Helmi et al.
concluded that these stars are remnants of a merger that occurred 10 Gyr ago.
The merger theory was supported by the chemical abundances of these stars,
which is consistent with abundances of stars predicted by the simulation. Also,
these stars show large metallicity dispersion, which suggested that they came
from a large-mass structure; in a small-mass system, a single burst of metal
enrichment spreads easily throughout the entire system. This was consistent
with the assumed mass in the simulations. Because of this, Helmi et al. came
to the conclusion that these stars actually did form in a progenitor system sep-
arated from the MW (and the stars did not originate in the thick disk, which
has contributed heavily to Halo stars in the past). Some of these stars also
ended up in the thick disk, telling us that parts of the thick disk was already
in place at the time of the G-E merger. According to Chaplin et al. (2020),
this high-eccentricity accreted Halo has a population of stars with low [Mg/Fe]
values. Recently, it was determined that those stars came from the G-E.

When G-E was identified, it was just seen as the bulk of stars in the Halo
on highly retrograde orbits, but later it also came to encompass Halo stars on
highly eccentric orbits. The question then arose if only one merger event could
cause debris of such different kinematics, especially since the G-E theory did
not take total energy of the stars into account. A new theory then arose, in
which the eccentric and retrograde Halo components were accreted by two dif-
ferent progenitor systems; this is called the Gaia-Sausage (G-S) theory. After
examining globular clusters in the Halo thought to have originated in the dwarf
galaxy called Sequoia (Seq) that has been ripped apart by the MW, the con-
clusion is that the retrograde, higher-energy Halo component came from Seq,
and the eccentric component came from G-S. The reason for the differences in
kinematics is that G-S was a head-on collision, while Seq came from the side.
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This is supported by the G-S debris having close to zero net angular momen-
tum. On top of that, the mean metallicities and abundance ratios of the Seq
and G-S debris were different; the Seq, retrograde stars are more metal-poor
than the other Halo stars. The two accretion events occurred at comparable
epochs, and might be related (e.g. as part of a binary system) (Myeong et al.
2019). Throughout this thesis, the accretion event originally referred to as G-E
will here be separated into G-S and Seq.

Figure 2.2: Distribution of Halo stars in velocity space (left column; vR is galac-
tic radial velocity, vφ is angular velocity along the MW’s rotational plane) and vZ
is velocity perpendicular to the galactic plane) and energy-angular momentum
space (E and LZ respectively). Top row : Halo stars color-coded by metallicity
[Fe/H] (where metallicity decreases, the more negative [Fe/H] is), where black
dots represent stars that does not belong to a known Halo substructure. Bottom
row : Stars divided into known Halo substructures: Gaia-Enceladus (GE), Se-
quoia (Seq), Thamnos (Th) 1 and 2 and Helmi streams (HStr), where the latter
three are not considered in this thesis. Right column: FSR 1758 (see paragraph
below) and ω-Centauri are globular clusters thought to be the remnants of the
dwarf galaxy Sequoia, here marked with green stars. Credit: Koppelman et al.
2019.

The globular clusters that Myeong et al. (2019) examined could be the remnants
of Seq. These remnants are at least six globular clusters (dense spheres of tightly
bound, old stars) with similar action values as an unusually large globular cluster
named FSR 1758. This globular cluster is by some believed to be the stripped
core of the original Seq dwarf galaxy and that the rest of the globular clusters
surrounding it were part of this galaxy. These aforementioned globular clusters
show different age-metallicity patterns than stars that are thought to be formed
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in-situ. The conclusion is that Seq was less massive than G-S.
It is clear that these Halo substructures were caused by merger events,

though the details of these events are still unknown. What needs to be ex-
amined now is the following: did these two components originate in the same
progenitor dwarf galaxy, that maybe was torn apart into several subsystems,
each on a different orbit around the MW; or do they have completely differ-
ent origins? The kinematics of these systems are well studied, and what could
answer these questions are precise stellar ages and abundances.

2.1.3 Galactic archaeology

In Helmi’s review of the MW’s history (2020), she describes the origin of Galac-
tic archaeology as follows: ”...the idea behind it is that stars have memory of
their origin”, and by studying those memories, their histories open up. These
memories are retained within the chemical composition, age and trajectory of
the star. Stellar chemical composition is in turn studied via spectroscopic ana-
lysis, in which the star’s atmosphere is broken into its chemical components.
Since this atmosphere reflects the chemical composition of the medium out of
which the star formed, this gives direct access to the physical environment in
which the star was born. The reason is that different molecular clouds have, in
general, different chemical compositions. If stars have similar chemical abun-
dances, this means that they probably have similar origins. Ages can also link
stars together; stars of wildly different ages are most likely not related. The
last piece to the puzzle is the trajectory of a star; during a star’s lifetime, its
phase-space parameters are fairly constant; an example of this is the importance
of these parameters when studying mergers (see chap. 2.1.2).

The three above-mentioned features of a star are crucial to understanding
the star’s origin. Since stars form in clusters, mapping the origin of one star
automatically means that the origin of its siblings also have been mapped (the
question then of course is which stars are its siblings). So by studying single
stars, information on large-scale structures can be obtained. Piecing these struc-
tures together is then the next step, and step by step, we see how larger and
larger structures are related; this is the process of Galactic archaeology. The
end goal is to understand how the MW, and similar galaxies, formed, so that
current theories can be tested and corrected.

2.2 Red giant stars

To perform Galactic archaeology in the Halo, red giant (RG) stars are used as
fossils to examine the history of the MW. These stars are easy to find in the
Halo, in part because there are so many of them, but also because they are
luminous and show a large age dispersion. The large luminosity allows us to
observe them though distances are big, which helps us see far in space using
them. The large age dispersion gives us the opportunity to use these stars to
also see far in time. These two features together allows us see how the Halo,
and the MW, has taken shape.

A RG star is a star that has exhausted all the hydrogen in its core. When
this happens, the star is no longer in hydrostatic equilibrium. For a star, hydro-
static equilibrium occurs when its gravitational force and the pressure gradient
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produced by its nuclear fusion balances each other out. When the core stops fus-
ing H, gravity will take over and the core contracts. This releases gravitational
energy that heats up its outer layers. The heat expands these layers, increasing
the stellar radius and decreasing the density in the atmosphere. Because of this,
RGs are cool and very luminous; this coolness gives them their red color (hence
the name). When this core contraction begins, the star leaves the so-called main
sequence (MS) along the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) (see Fig. 2.3),
and depending on its mass, it can enter a range of evolutionary stages. The
mass of a star determines its fate, because this mass determines how strong the
gravitational pull of the star will be, and thus how heated its core can become:
different temperatures allow for different fusion processes. For stars with mass
larger than 0.5 M�, He fusion is possible due to them attaining the correct
thermal conditions (Salaris & Cassisi 2005, p. 161).

Figure 2.3: Observational Hertzsprung-Russell diagram from GDR2. The MS
goes from lower right to upper left, and is here marked as a bright yellow. Stars
begin their lives at the lower right and travel upwards as they age and grow
hotter and brighter. Credit: Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018.

When the core contraction heats up the rest of the star, H fusion can continue
in a shell surrounding the core. For low-mass stars, i.e. stars with mass M ≤
2.3M�, the transition from core to shell hydrogen burning is slow. When it
does occur though, the mass of the He core will grow (but not ignite nor grow
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Figure 2.4: Observational Hertzsprung-Russell diagram from GDR2, zoomed in
on the area where the red giant branch bump (RGBB), red clump (RC) and
asymptotic giant branch bump (AGBB) is. Credit: Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018.

in size). However, it will not be able to grow enough in mass to break the
electron degeneracy pressure, which provides enough pressure to support the H
burning envelope above the core. This burning envelope will thus keep thinning
out, losing He to the core, and then wander to layers further out; and the star
becomes a RG when this envelope has thinned out to ∼ 0.001M�. That is when
it has reached the red giant branch (RGB) on the HRD (see Fig. 2.4). This
shell mass will continue to decrease as long as the star is located on the RGB.
The outer layers will keep expanding and thus cooling throughout the RGB
phase, as this burning shell keeps supplying heat. This will increase stellar
convection, mixing the elements produced by fusion. As the He core density
keeps increasing, until it reaches a temperature of ∼ 108 K: then core He burning
begins in a violent explosion, called a helium flash. The star leaves the RGB
when core He fusion begins (Salaris & Cassisi 2005, p. 142ff).

The so-called red clump (RC) is a clustering of RG stars in the HRD above
the RGB (see Fig. 2.4). These stars are cool horizontal branch stars, that
have undergone a helium flash, and thus begun core He fusion. The stars in
this clump are all very similar in their absolute magnitudes. This has been
interpreted as a product of the core helium burning in an electron-degenerate
core. Because this fusion cannot begin until the core has reached a critical mass
of ∼ 0.45M�, all low-mass stars will have similar core masses when the He core
burning begins. This leads to their similar luminosities (Girardi 1999).

For intermediate to high-mass stars (M > 2.3M�), the transition to shell H
burning from core H burning is faster. Then, the general mechanism is quite
alike the one for low-mass stars: H burning begins in a shell that thins out as
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the He core grows in density. These stars enter the RGB when the expansion
due to core contraction cools outer layers enough for convection to occur. A
difference for these higher-mass stars is that their He core has enough low density
to prevent electron degeneracy, so when the core keeps contracting, it will reach
a high enough energy to start He fusion in the core. Again, the star leaves the
RGB when this core He burning begins. The time spent on the RGB is much
shorter for these stars than for low-mass stars (Salaris & Cassisi 2005, p. 142).

While core He fusion takes place, the star is once more in hydrostatic equi-
librium. But the RG will always run out of core He. When it does, the RG
will enter the so-called asymptotic giant branch (AGB) in the HRD. The pro-
cess is now very similar for stars of all masses. Now, He burning continues in
a shell around the core, while H shell burning continues for some time. Thus,
the AGB phase is much like the RGB phase. When the core runs out of He,
it will once again contract, releasing more gravitational energy, and again, the
star will expand and its surface cool. In the HRD, the star moves to the upper
right when it cools and its luminosity increases due to its radius increase. The
cooling eventually stops the H shell burning. The core now consists of oxygen
and carbon, and with the He shell fusion, it keeps growing (Salaris & Cassisi
2005, p. 187ff).

The He shell fusion continues until the shell reaches the H/He discontinuity
(now, the H shell burning has completely stopped). The He burning stops
rapidly. Now, the star contracts, causing the H burning to begin again: this
is the start of the thermally pulsating AGB phase. This compresses the non-
burning He-shell around the CO-core and ignites it; causing a thermonuclear
runaway. Energy is produced in a flash. This causes the RG to expand, ceasing
the H burning once more. The star can undergo several such energy bursts, and
the amount of them are determined by the CO core mass or the H shell mass.
The AGB phase ends when, if the CO core is massive enough, it ignites, or when
these thermal pulsations simply cease after a short H-burning phase (Salaris &
Cassisi 2005, p. 189ff).

During the AGB phase, stars experience intense mass loss due to stellar
winds. These winds are created when the RG pulsates, and these pulses creates
shock waves in the atmosphere which drags gas along with it. When the gas
cools, solid particles may form (Höfner 2008).

2.2.1 Asteroseismology

Asteroseismology is the science of using oscillations in a star to determine its
inner structures. This gives precise values for the star’s stellar parameters; as-
teroseismically derived stellar parameters are at least a factor four more precise
than spectroscopically derived parameters (Rodrigues et al. 2017). From these
parameters, a precise age can be derived.

Stellar oscillations were first observed in the Sun, and are thus called solar-
like oscillations. They were found to originate in the Sun’s turbulent convective
surface. The convective envelope cells cause stochastically excited modes, which
is a kind of free oscillation (as opposed to a forced oscillation) that propagates
through the star. Because they occur at the surface, they are easy to observe.
Thus, these well-studied solar-like oscillations are present in every star with
similar envelopes. RG stars have convective cells close to their surface, which
makes them ideal for asteroseismic analysis.
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If we assume that these oscillations take place in non-rotating spherical stars,
that the perturbations are adiabatic and that the oscillation modes vary much
faster than the equilibrium structure, the oscillations can be described by a
classical turning-point wave equation (Garćıa & Ballot 2019):

d2ξr
dr2

+K(r)ξr = 0 with K(r) =
ω2

c2

(
N2

ω2
− 1

)(
S2
l

ω2
− 1

)
(1)

where ξr is radial displacement amplitude, ω the angular frequency of the wave,
c is sound speed, and N and Sl are the so called Brunt-Väisälä and Lamb
frequency, respectively. According to this equation, waves can only propagate
in the stellar interior whenK(r) > 0, which only occurs when ω > N and ω > Sl,
or when ω < N and ω < Sl. The first case describes p modes, and the second g
modes. The p modes get their name from pressure being their restoring force.
In solar-like stars, they are the most observed oscillations, partly because they
are confined to the star’s outer regions. They have periods of several minutes.
The g modes instead have gravity as their restoring force. For MS stars, these
oscillations are well-separated, but not as much for RG stars (Garćıa & Ballot
2019).

Via precise lightcurve observations, i.e. observations that show the lumi-
nosity variability, information on the oscillations can be gained: the oscillations
will cause a variation in stellar luminosity. Missions such as e.g. K2 and CoRoT
are capturing solar-like oscillations for thousands of stars in numerous Galac-
tic directions (Davies & Miglio 2016). This allows us to derive ages in many
directions to efficiently derive a key parameter in Galactic archaeology studies.
The observed oscillations are most easily described via two main asteroseismic
parameters, ∆ν and νmax, shown in Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Power spectrum for a RG star. Observations were done during 1335
days. Radial modes are given in red (and the difference between them is ∆ν).
The purple dotted line is the oscillation envelope of power, the maximum of
which is called νmax. Credit: Davies & Miglio 2016.
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The first asteroseismic parameter is the average frequency separation ∆ν, which
is proportional to the mean density of the star. The equation that describes it
is empirically derived (Miglio et al. 2012, p. 14):

∆ν =

√
M/M�

(R/R�)3
·∆ν� (2)

where ∆ν� = 135 µHz is the solar average frequency separation.
The second seismic parameter of importance is νmax, which is the frequency

of maximum oscillation power. νmax is proportional to the cut-off frequency,
which is the frequency above which total reflection of waves at the stellar surface
ceases. It is defined as (Miglio et al, 2012, p. 14):

νmax =
M/M�

(R/R�)2 ·
√
Teff/Teff,�

· νmax,� (3)

where νmax,� = 3090 µHz and Teff,� = 5777 K are solar values. The theoretical
understanding behind this equation is lacking.

From these two definitions, the following so-called seismic scaling relations
can be derived. These form the cornerstones of asteroseismic analysis:(

R

R�

)
≈
(
νmax

νmax,�

)(
〈∆ν〉
〈∆ν〉�

)−2(
Teff

Teff,�

)0.5

; (4)

(
M

M�

)
≈
(
νmax

νmax,�

)3( 〈∆ν〉
〈∆ν〉�

)−4(
Teff

Teff,�

)1.5

, (5)

where we have radius R, mass M and effective temperature Teff. This Teff

is defined as the temperature of a blackbody, that radiates at the same total
intensity as the studied star. This effective temperature can be used as an
approximation of the real temperature, i.e. Teff ≈ T . We can even say that
Teff = T (τ = 2

3 ), where τ is the optical depth, if we have radiative transfer that
behaves linearly with surface depth, and if amount of absorption of radiation
within the stellar gas is not wavelength dependent (Böhm-Vitense 1989, p. 46).
This approximation is useful, knowing that when a star is observed, the observed
optical depth is τ = 2

3 (Böhm-Vitense 1989, p. 114); so the approximation is
good.

After finding the radius of a RG using eq. (4), we can use its angular radius to
find the distance to the star. This way, seismically analysed stars can be used as
distance indicators, without the need for precise parallax measurements. Since
RG’s are luminous and can be found throughout the Galaxy, this will help us
spatially resolving vast areas of the MW.

Stellar ages are derived with high precision using asteroseismology by com-
bining the second scaling relation, eq. (5), with the so-called mass-age relation
that exists for RG stars. For these stars, age is foremost a function of mass.
This mass M is mostly determined by the time τ that the star spent on the MS:
τMS ∝ M−2.5. Using the mass-age relation together with an asteroseismically
derived mass gives a precise age of the star. Historically, this age derivation has
been performed using isochrones. This method is imprecise for RGs, because
they clump together in the HRD: the isochrone method simulates where stars
of the same age (hence the name) but different masses should lie in the HRD.
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Comparing actual stellar populations’ positions with these isochrones gives an
estimate of the basic stellar parameters of the population, including the stellar
ages. This also means that the isochrone method cannot be used for single field
stars, but only stellar populations. However, using the mass-age relation with
asteroseismic masses, ages can be derived for these single field stars (Miglio et
al. 2016). The mass-age relation is relatively simple for RGB stars, but not
for RC or AGB stars. This is because it is expected that the latter stars will
experience mass loss for AGB stars, via stellar winds during their lifetimes. We
then want to be careful when doing asteroseismic analyses of them (Davies &
Miglio, 2016).

Thus, mass changes will affect the derived stellar age. For this reason, it
is very important that we have a correctly calibrated version of eq. (5). By
analysing the globular cluster M4, a kind of stellar population for which age
estimates via isochrone fittings are precise, Miglio et al. (2016) could find a
correction to the relation ∆ν ∝

√
ρ̄. They found that for RGB stars, this mean

density is systematically underestimated by approximately 8 %, if strict adher-
ence to eqs. (4) and (5) are assumed: knowing the exact value of this systematic
bias helps in eliminating it. Rodrigues et al. (2017) found that combining stel-
lar luminosity with ∆ν could give mass and age estimates of ∼ 5 and ∼ 15 %
respectively. These estimates are independent of eq. (3), which is good since we
currently do not understand the theory behind that equation. Combining those
two parameters with νmax and ∆P (a third asteroseismic parameter similar to
∆ν, called period spacing of mixed modes) could decrease the uncertainties to
3 and 10 % respectively.

2.2.2 Chemical properties

A star is powered by the energy released by the nuclear fusion in its core. It can
synthesize, if it is massive enough, elements up to iron; after iron is produced in
its core, the gravitational forces of the star will get the upper hand. Elements
heavier than iron are thus produced not by fusion, but instead mainly through
neutron-capture (n-capture) processes. The n-capture processes are divided into
the rapid (r-) and the slow (s-) processes. In the former, n-capture takes place
on a much shorter timescale than the daughter nuclei’s β-decay timescale, while
for the latter, the daughter nuclei’s β-decay timescale is so short that only one
n-capture can take place before a subsequent β-decay. Based on recent studies,
it seems like the r-process also can be divided into two divisions: the main and
the weak r-process. The main r-process results in heavier n-capture element
patterns that are universal for all such enriched stars. The weak r-process
instead results in lighter elements with Z < 56 (Cui et al. 2013).

The amount of r-process elements in Halo stars show a large scatter at low
stellar metallicities, which indicates different origins. It is believed that Halo
stars with extremely large r-process abundances could have originated in low
mass dwarf galaxies, where the r-process enrichment quickly would spread to
the entire galaxy (Helmi, 2020). The s-process is generally thought to take place
in AGB stars of low or intermediate mass, but it can also occur in fast-rotating
metal-poor stars (Cui et al. 2013).

Metal poor stars may also be enriched with carbon; such stars are called
carbon-enhanced metal-poor (CEMP) stars. The original classification (some
authors propose slightly different abundances) meant that a metal-poor star is
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a carbon enhanced such if its [C/Fe] > 1. This C enhancement is very common
in stars with [Fe/H] < −2 (stars sometimes referred to as very metal poor stars
(VMP)). The amount of CEMP stars increase with distance from the Galactic
plane and metallicity decrease (Abate et al. 2015).

The CEMP stars consists of two main classes; the s-process element enriched
CEMP star (CEMP-s) and those that do not show this s-process enhancement
(CEMP-no). The CEMP-s stars contain an additional subclass: the s- and
r-process element enhanced CEMP stars (CEMP-r/s). The CEMP-s stars are
almost always in a binary system where the carbon and s-process elements come
from a companion star that has gone through the AGB phase, which was shown
by a study of CEMP-s stars’ radial velocities. The CEMP-no stars are more
often single stars, as only 32 % of them are binaries (Arentsen et al. 2019). How
these stars are formed is unknown, but there are some proposed mechanisms:
the stars’ birth clouds were enriched in C by fast-rotating stars or the supernovae
of the first stellar generations; or the star is in a binary system with a heavier
companion, in which its companion has transferred C-rich material. The latter
scenario naturally explains the CEMP-s stars, as both C and s-process elements
are formed by AGB stars. This is supported by observations showing that almost
all CEMP-s stars are in binary systems. The origin of CEMP-r/s stars are not
as well understood, but it seems like s- and r-enhancements are not independent.
For example, there is a strong positive correlation in Eu and Ba abundances.
This in turn indicates different formation paths for CEMP-s and CEMP-r/s
stars (Abate et al. 2015). Recently, a binary CEMP-r/s star was discovered
that came from an r-enriched cloud. Its more massive binary companion star
transferred C and s-process elements onto it (Gull et al. 2018).

Those elements formed through the so-called α-ladder (elements of low atomic
number, see Table 1) are produced in type II supernovae. Those supernovae oc-
cur on the order of a million years after the star’s birth, while type Ia supernovae
occur on a longer timescale (a few billion years), because their progenitors have
lower mass than those stars that explode in type II supernovae. Thus, we expect
that in a closed system, the [α/Fe] will decrease with time, as the ISM becomes
polluted by type Ia supernovae. Dwarf galaxies in the Local Group (to which
the MW belongs) all show different chemical sequences because each galaxy
had its own star formation and thus chemical enrichment history. It seems like
these dwarf galaxies have different [Fe/H] vs [α/Fe] trends, depending on their
masses; the lower the mass, the lower metallicity is for the abundance of a given
α element. So low mass galaxies in which only one stellar generation has formed
are more likely to have high [α/Fe] at low [Fe/H], while galaxies in which star
formation has been going on for longer might have low α abundances for low
metallicities. This means that [Fe/H] vs [α/Fe] trends could be an indicator
of stars that come from an accreted dwarf galaxy, and debris from galaxies
with low α abundances and low metallicities could be more easily traced (Helmi
2020).

Within the Halo, two main chemical substructures can be found; the low
α-enriched and the high α-enriched populations. These structures are linked to
the dual Halo theory, where the younger, retrograde stars of the outer Halo show
lower α abundances for a given metallicity than the inner, older, prograde Halo
stars. When this was observed, it was immediately thought that the stars with
these lower α abundances came from a different system than the in-situ thick
disk stars with higher [α/Fe]. Later these retrograde stars were theorised to
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have been accreted during the G-E merger event (see section 2.1.2), and these
different chemical patterns of the Halo were parts of the earliest clues of the
MW’s accretion history (Helmi 2020).

Because different elements are formed in different environments, and on dif-
ferent timescales, we expect stars from different populations to show different
elemental abundances. The different element categories mentioned above all
have different production sites. Those are summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Some elements and their production sites (Helmi 2020).

Category Elements Process Timescale
α O, Mg, Al, S, Ca Type II supernovae Myrs
Iron peak Sc to Zn Type Ia supernovae Gyrs
s-process E.g. Sr, Y, Ba Low mass, AGB stars -
r-process E.g. Eu, Th, U Neutron star mergers -
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3 Methods

The red giant star studied in this thesis is HE1405-0822. Cui et al. (2013)
confirmed it to be a RG, CEMP-r/s star, after an extensive spectroscopic study
of it; the star shows e.g. [Eu/Fe] = 1.54, [Ba/Fe] = 1.95 and [Pb/Fe] = 2.3. They
found its stellar parameters to be [Fe/H] = -2.40 dex, log(g) = 1.70 ± 0.5 dex,
vmicro = 1.88± km/s and Teff = 5220 ± 150 K. These were derived using local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions with iron lines (and titanium lines
as a consistency check). First, they get an initial estimate of Teff using optical
and near-infrared colors. This is then used in an optimization routine, where
Fe I and II ionization equilibrium is found. The spectra they used were one
from the 3rd of May 2003, covering λ = 385.0− 479.5 nm (with radial velocity
124.01 km/s), and five from the 22nd of March 2005, covering λ = 304.6−386.3
nm and λ = 478.1 − 680.9 nm (with radial velocities ∼ 138 km/s). HE1405-
0822 has frequency of maximum oscillation power νmax = 25.5 ± 1.15 (private
communication with supervisor M. Valentini, April 2020).

Cui et al. (2013) found it very likely that HE1405-0822 has a companion star,
because of its C, N and s-element enhancements. The companion, more massive
than HE1405-0822, probably transmitted these elements during its AGB phase.
The star also shows significant radial velocity variations between the spectrum
from 2003 and the ones from 2005. This companion is probably a white dwarf
now, though this needs to be confirmed by measurements in the UV. They note
however that a scenario in which this binary system was formed in an r-element
enhanced birth cloud cannot be excluded.

3.1 Spectroscopic analysis

The spectroscopic analysis of HE1405-0822 was carried out using the software
iSpec (Blanco-Cuaresma et al. 2014; Blanco-Cuaresma 2019). Plane-parallel
LTE conditions were assumed. The same six spectra as in Cui et al. (2013)
were used for the analysis; five in the wavelength range λ = 304.6−386.3 nm to
λ = 478.0 − 680.5 nm with spectral resolutions 51690, and one in the spectral
range λ = 385.0 − 479.5 nm with spectral resolution 21800. The latter will be
called the snapshot spectrum. The data used was downloaded from the ESO
Science Archive2and taken with the UVES spectrograph.

The five spectra were combined. First, their radial velocities (or redshifts)
were corrected against one of the spectra in the sample (all four such velocities
were of the order 0.5 km/s), thus aligning all of them along the x-axis (or the
wavelength axis). Using iSpec, the spectra were combined at their respective
median flux values.

The cumulative spectrum then had to be corrected for the barycentric ve-
locity, using the position of Earth at the median time of observation for the five
original spectra. This barycentric velocity was computed as -15.56 km/s. Then,
a correction for the radial velocity with respect to atomic lines were performed.
The mask linelist used was the Arcturus atlas. The radial velocity was found
to be 127.36 ± 0.25 km/s, and this will be used in the orbit integration (see
section 3.3). This value differs from the one found in Cui et al. (2013). In
iSpec, many mask linelists are built in, and all of them were used to check the

2Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory under ESO pro-
gramme 170.D-0010.
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validity of this radial velocity; but for all available linelists, the radial velocity
was computed as ∼ 127 km/s. When both the barycentric and radial velocities
of the spectrum were corrected for, it was normalized using splines. The fluxes
and errors were then cleaned, using the built-in tool in iSpec. Then, the same
process was repeated for the snapshot spectrum. Its barycentric velocity was
4.71 km/s, its radial velocity 123.82 ± 0.24 km/s. The latter is in agreement
with the value from Cui et al. (2013).

Figure 3.1: Redshift of cumulative spectrum due to the radial velocity of
HE1405-0822. The error is marked in grey and the spectrum is given in blue with
the synthetic spectrum it was compared against (produced using the Arcturus
atlas mask linelist) in red.

The final, cumulative spectrum was used to derive the stellar parameters. The
snapshot spectrum was not used, because it had significantly lower spectral
resolution. For these derivations, the radiative transfer code MOOG, model atmo-
sphere ATLAS9.Castelli and solar abundances Asplund.2009 were used.

The stellar parameters were derived from Fe I and II ionization equilibrium.
Thus, a linelist of well-chosen iron lines had to be made. For lines to be kept
for the analysis, they needed to be sufficiently noise-free, and in agreement with
fitted lines. This means that lines were the centers or line wings did not align,
or where data was noisy, were cut from the analysis; see Fig. 3.2 and 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: An example of a Fe I line where the fitted (red) line and the data
(blue) was in good agreement. This line was kept for the analysis.

Figure 3.3: An example of a line where the fitted (red) line and the data (blue)
was in bad agreement. This line was not kept for the analysis, e.g. because the
line was as deep as the noise.

For the derived stellar parameters, there should be no trend between iron abun-
dances and the lower excitation potential nor the reduced equivalent widths
(E.W.) of the lines (see Fig. 3.4). The E.W. of a spectral line is the width w of
a rectangle that has the same area A as the line, where the rectangle’s height
is the intensity level of the continuum I (equal to 1 if spectrum is normalized):
A = w · I. When iron lines had been removed on visual basis, the remaining
lines were thus checked to see if they caused a slope in the lower excitation
potential or reduced E.W. plots (see Fig. 3.4). Outliers in these plots were thus
removed. Such outliers were for example lines that gave a higher metallicity
([Fe/H]) compared to the other lines (i.e. lines that lie higher above the rest),
weak lines that had a low reduced E.W. (those with reduced E.W. < −5.5 were
all removed, because these lines are so weak that they could be a product of
noise, not presence of iron). In the end, the linelist should consist of lines that
all yield the same stellar metallicity; the slopes in Fig. 3.4 should all be 0.
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Figure 3.4: The excitation potential slope (upper) and reduced E.W. slope
(lower), used when deriving the stellar parameters. The upper and lower slopes
are both 0.00, and the difference Fe I-II = 0.00, which means that ionization
equilibrium has been reached. This occurs when a correct Teff has been chosen.

When the iron linelist was completed, the derivation of stellar parameters were
done using equivalent widths (E.W.) within iSpec. E.W. within the software
imposes three conditions mentioned above in the optimization of the four stellar
parameters Teff, log(g), [Fe/H] and vmic; namely that ionization equilibrium
between Fe I and II lines should be reached (the average abundances from iron
should be equal to ionized iron), and there should be both excitation and E.W.
equilibrium (so no trends in Fig. 3.4).

Since iSpec derives all stellar parameters simultaneously, it follows an iter-
ative optimization route. The maximimum number of iterations used were 10.
The parameters were given as starting guesses the values in Cui et al. (2013),
except for log(g) which was given an asteroseismically derived starting guess
(see eq. (7) in section 3.2). If the spectroscopically derived gravity differs by
more than ∼ 0.7 dex with its seismic starting guess, a new seismic gravity is
computed once again using eq. (7); now, the input Teff is taken as the spec-
troscopically derived temperature. Now, the process is redone, but with log(g)
fixed as the second seismic gravity, so that the other stellar parameters are given
new, more precise values. This is done iteratively until the derived Teff differs
with < 10 K from its previous value.

To get an independent, third value (apart from the seismic and spectral) of
log(g), the following equation will be used (Valentini et al. 2019):

log (g)$ = log (g)� + 4 log

(
Teff

Teff,�

)
+ log

(
M

M�

)
+ 0.4(mV

+5− 5 log ($−1)− 3.2(E(B − V )) +BC −Mbol,�)

(6)

This value is computed for two different mass estimates M of HE1405-0822.
First, it is assumed to be 0.9M�. That is where the mass distribution of RG
Halo stars peak. Second, it is calculated using the online version of the Bayesian
method software PARAM, to get an asteroseismic value of the mass, as well as
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age (da Silva et al. 2006; Rodrigues et al. 2014). Input values are taken
from the Cui et al. (2013) paper, so that this third gravity is independent
of the ones derived in this thesis. All other known parameters are used as
input. The photometric system is 2MASS JHKs, MESA isochrones are used
as stellar evolutionary tracks, mass loss η = 0.2 and then the 2 step method.
The errors are calculated as the difference between the log (g)$ of our star, and
the computed values for maximum and minimum mass of RG stars in the Halo
(2.5M� and 0.8M�, respectively).

In the equation (6), $ = 0.4195 arcseconds is the parallax of HE1405-0822
(this is an equation given as part of GDR2, in which parallax is measured).
mV = 12.2230 is the apparent stellar magnitude in the visual, E(B − V ) =
0.0056 is a measure of the stellar colour reddening, BC = −0.4150 is a bolomet-
ric magnitude correction and Mbol,� = 4.7554 is the bolometric absolute solar
magnitude. The values of the parameters are given by private communication.

After the stellar parameters, the abundances were derived. Now, the stellar
parameters were held fixed as the ones derived spectroscopically with gravity
fixed as the seismically derived gravity (after the last iteration). The elements
for which abundances were derived are given in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Elements whose abundances were derived for HE1405-0822.

Z Element Name
6 C Carbon
11 Na Sodium
12 Mg Magnesium
14 Si Silicone
20 Ca Calcium
21 Sc Scandium
22 Ti Titanium
24 Cr Chromium
25 Mn Manganese
28 Ni Nickel
29 Cu Copper
30 Zn Zinc
56 Ba Barium
63 Eu Europium
64 Gd Gadolinium

These abundances were derived using both E.W. (especially for the α-process
elements and the iron peak elements) and synthetic spectra (e.g. where blend-
ing of the lines were present). For synthetic spectrum computation, a segment
surrounding the line to be analyzed is first made. Initializing the synthetic spec-
trum fitting technique, iSpec then minimizes χ2 between the observed spectrum
and a synthetic one (based on the stellar parameters derived previously). For
both derivation techniques, the same code, model atmosphere and solar abun-
dances were used as for the stellar parameters. For the synthetic spectra, the
linelist VALD, which is built in in iSpec, was used. The cumulative spectrum
was used as a first option because of its higher resolution than the snapshot
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spectrum.
To derive [C/Fe], carbon molecules CH are used instead of C I or C II. A CH-

dense wavelength region is 429-431 nm. In this region, a synthetic spectrum is
used to derive the carbon abundances, instead of using fitted lines; see Fig. 3.5.
It is also important to be careful when deriving the Mn abundances, because
it is known that this element is sensitive to non-LTE corrections in metal-poor
stars.

Figure 3.5: The spectrum of HE1405-0822 (blue), a synthetic fit to it (green)
and a synthetic production of the Solar spectrum (red), all using the same
resolutions, in the CH-dense region 430.0-430.5 nm. From this plot, it is clear
that the CH molecules (abundant in the carbon enhanced HE1405-0822) increase
the absorption of the entire region.

3.2 Asteroseismic analysis

The star was observed in the K2 mission during its campaign 6 (see Fig. 3.6).
This campaign took place between the 27th of April and 10th of July in 2015.
During the observation, its lightcurve was measured. This lightcurve is then
used to derive its asteroseismic parameters.
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Figure 3.6: The different K2 mission campaigns. The campaign during which
HE1405-0822 was observed, campaign 6, is marked with a black circle. This
observational area lies far from the Galactic plane, and is pointed at the stellar
Halo. Credit: https://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/k2-fields.html.

The following equation is used to get an asteroseismic value on log(g) of HE1405-
0822, using Teff = 5220 ± 150 K derived by Cui et al. (2013) (Valentini et al,
2019):

log(g)S = log(g)� + log

(
νmax

νmax,�

)
+

1

2
log

(
Teff

Teff,�

)
(7)

where log(g)S denotes the seismically derived gravity, and the following solar
values are used: log(g)� = 4.44 dex, νmax,� = 3090 µHz and Teff,� = 5777 K.
This log(g)S will be used in the spectroscopic analysis as a starting guess for the
gravity. This seismically derived value will be derived iteratively (see previous
section).

3.3 Orbit integration

To calculate the orbit of the star, the following initial conditions in the epoch
J2000.0 are used with the class Orbit in the software galpy (Bovy 2015):

Table 3: Input values for HE1405-0822, with integration done over 250 Gyrs.

Parameter Value Error Source
Right ascension, α [deg] 211.93 0.03 GDR23

Declination, δ [deg] -8.60 0.05 GDR2
Distance [kpc] 5.49 1.16 StarHorse catalogue
Radial velocity [km/s] 127.36 0.32 Spectral analysis
Proper motion in α, µα [mas/yr] -2.62 0.07 GDR2
Proper motion in δ, µδ [mas/yr] -10.28 0.08 GDR2

3This work has made use of data from the European Space Agency (ESA) mission Gaia
(https://www.cosmos.esa.int/gaia), processed by the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Con-
sortium (DPAC, https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dpac/consortium). Funding for the
DPAC has been provided by national institutions, in particular the institutions participating
in the Gaia Multilateral Agreement.
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The MW’s galactic potential is necessary for performing the orbit integration;
for this work, the built-in potential MWPotential2014 with differently defined
potential contributions from the bulge, the disk and the halo, is used. The
distance from the Solar system to the Galactic centre is assumed to be 8 kpc,
and the angular velocity of the Solar system around the MW vφ = 220 km/s
(Bovy 2015). The Cartesian coordinate system is defined such that X points
toward the Galactic centre, Y in the direction of the MW’s disk’s rotation and
Z toward the Galactic north pole in a left handed system (by convention);
along each respective axis we have the velocities (vX , vY , vZ) = (U, V,W ). It is
assumed that for the solar system, (U, V,W )� = (10.1, 4.0, 6.7) ± (0.5, 0.8, 0.2)
km/s (Hogg et al. 2005). galpy does not correct for these motions however.

The output parameters (see Table 6) are the basic orbital parameters, such
as azimuthal action Jφ [kpc · km/s], energy E [km2/s2], eccentricity e, maximum
height above the Galactic plane zmax, perigee and apogee (closest and furthest
distance from Galactic centre, respectively) as well as mean and median radius
R, all distances with unit kpc. We also want to find the Cartesian (X,Y, Z)
coordinates and (U, V,W ) Galactic velocities. In this system, (X,Y ) is the
Galactic plane. Defining a cylindrical coordinate system for the velocities, vR
is the radial velocity, vφ the angular velocity, in the direction of the disk’s
rotation, and the vertical velocity vZ = W . We also want the guiding radius
Rg, which is the mean R times the median angular velocity vφ, divided by the
mean tangential velocity vT .

To be able to compare the values of HE1405-0822 with other similar stars,
a data set containing 108354 red giant stars from the RAV E mission have
been included. The stars were chosen photometrically and their log(g) was first
found spectroscopically, to then be recomputed seismically (Steinmetz et al.
2020). Then, the stars had their Teff and abundances measured, by fixing the
gravity to the calibrated one. StarHorse distances (Anders et al. 2019) were
used for the orbit parameters. The data used for those stars here are E, Jφ,
JR and JZ (the latter two being radial and vertical action, respectively), and
the Cartesian velocities (U, V,W ). These stars were also matched to either G-S
or Seq, by using the definitions defined in Myeong et al. (2019): G-S stars
have |Jφ/Jtot| < 0.07, (JZ − JR)/Jtot < −0.3 and eccentricity e ∼ 0.9, and the
Seq stars have Jφ/Jtot < −0.5, (JZ − JR)/Jtot < 0.1 and e ∼ 0.6. We define

Jtot =
√
J2
φ + J2

R + J2
Z .

3.3.1 Monte Carlo error calculations

The software galpy does not return any errors. To get errors for the kine-
matic parameters, a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is performed, creating 1000
synthetic stars. Their orbit integration input parameters are derived using the
values in Table 3. These tabulated values are used as the medians of a Gaussian
distribution with 1000 values (representing each synthetic star), where the stan-
dard deviations are the corresponding errors. One such Gaussian distribution
is created for each input parameter. The complete array, consisting of 1000
rows and 7 columns (one column for each parameter and one for each star), is
then run through galpy. The output array of 12 columns (one column for each
parameter in Table 6) is then run through numpy, where the standard deviations
and errors are derived.
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The errors are taken as the difference between the median and the 16th or
84th percentile. Myeong et al. (2019) only gives approximate values for the
eccentricities for the two merger populations. To create an upper and lower
bound for these populations’ e values, the MC produced errors will be used.
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4 Results

4.1 Seismospectroscopic analysis

In this thesis, asteroseismology and spectroscopy has been used in concert, itera-
tively to derive all parameters needed for a complete characterisation of HE1405-
0822. Results from both methods are presented together in this section.

4.1.1 Stellar parameters

For these values, Fe I and II lines were examined in iSpec using E.W. The values
given are presented in the table below, following each iteration done combining
the asteroseismic expression for gravity (eq. (7)) with a spectroscopic derivation.

Table 4: Derived stellar parameters, and their values after each seismospec-
troscopic iteration. The iteration numbering starts at 0, meaning that 0 are
the first values produced after parameter values from Cui et al. (2013) were
used as initial guesses together with the first calculated seismic gravity, i.e.
log(g)S = 2.33± 0.02.

# Teff log(g) [Fe/H] vmic log(g)S,new

[K] [dex] [dex] [km/s] [dex]
0 5303.80 ± 66.15 1.87 ± 0.14 -2.35 ± 0.13 1.95 ± 0.01 2.34 ± 0.02
1 5505.85 ± 11.73 Fixed -2.19 ± 0.13 2.00 ± 0.01 2.35 ± 0.02
2 5509.85 ± 11.75 Fixed -2.19 ± 0.13 2.00 ± 0.01 2.35 ± 0.02

The adopted stellar parameters are those presented after the second iteration.

4.1.2 Gravity

The values of log(g)$ computed via eq. (6), using the mass distribution peak of
RG Halo stars (0.9M�) as well as the PARAM computed mass, which is 1.02M�,
are 2.28 and 2.33 dex respectively, both with uncertainty 0.25 dex. Using eq.
(7) and the solar values presented with it, the νmax given by private communi-
cation as well as the Tmax presented by Cui et al. (2013), the seismic gravity
is computed as log(g)S = 2.33 ± 0.02 dex. This value is updated after each
spectroscopic iteration, and the final value is log(g)S = 2.35 ± 0.02 dex (see
Table 4).

In Fig. 4.1, these values are presented along with literature values (Barklem
(2005), a value also presented in Cui et al. (2013), and the adopted value
presented in the latter) and the spectroscopically derived value in this work.
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Figure 4.1: A comparison of six log (g)-values of HE1405-0822 derived using
different methods. ’Gaia DR2’ refers to computation using eq. (6), and ’Seismo’
refers to eq. (7).

4.1.3 Chemical abundances

These chemical abundances are derived using the stellar parameters produced
in the last iteration of the Fe line analysis (see Table 4). In the case of E.W.
being used, the presented [X/Fe] is the mean of the presented mean and median
values given in iSpec; as the lines are usually few, the differences computed
between the median and mean values can be big.
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Table 5: Summary of abundances of HE1405-0822. [X/Fe] is given in dex.
σ denotes standard deviation, and an asterisk means that the abundance was
derived using the snapshot spectrum. In the case of there being only one line
present, the value is an upper limit.

Species Nlines [X/Fe] σ Method
CH* Region 2.07 0.19 Synth.
Na I 1 0.57 - E.W.
Mg I 2 0.26 0.06 E.W.
Si I 1 0.71 - E.W.
Ca I 15 0.43 0.14 E.W.
Sc II 7 0.53 0.09 E.W
Ti I 9 0.57 0.16 E.W.
Ti II 11 0.41 0.12 E.W.
Cr I 8 0.07 0.16 E.W.
Mn II 6 -0.47 0.15 Synth.
Ni I 3 0.19 0.09 E.W.
Cu I 1 -0.64 - Synth.
Zn I 1 0.23 - E.W.
Ba II 4 2.10 0.28 Synth.
Eu II 2 1.92 0.39 Synth.
Gd II* 1 1.57 - Synth.

Figure 4.2: Chemical abundance pattern of HE1405-0822 (black), compared to
the four stars studied in Valentini et al. (2019) (all four in blue), as well as a
well-studied metal-poor Halo RG (red) (Sneden et al. 2003).
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4.1.4 Age

From the Bayesian software PARAM, the computed age of HE1405-0822 is 4.78±
4.15 Gyrs.

4.2 Kinematics

4.2.1 Orbit

When using the software galpy for performing orbit integration, the following
values describing HE1405-0822’s orbit are produced. t = 0 is the current time.

Table 6: Output values for HE1405-0822 when galpy is used. The uncertainties
and standard deviation σ is derived using a MC-method, using 1000 synthetic
stars.

Value σ
Jφ [kpc · km/s] -471.99 ± 80.24 102.43
E [km2/s2] -56389.08 ± 4391.67 7186.04
e 0.61 ± 0.17 0.17
zmax [kpc] 5.48 ± 0.57 1.48
Apogee [kpc] 8.25 ± 0.34 1.42
Perigee [kpc] 1.98 ± 1.18 1.36
Median R [kpc] 5.45 ± 0.17 0.68
Mean R [kpc] 5.07 ± 0.32 0.83
U(0) [km/s] 132.37 ± 12.07 12.22
V (0) [km/s] -271.14 ± 45.75 47.83
W (0) [km/s] -37.24 ± 26.74 27.56
Rg [kpc] 5.80 ± 1.06 1.23

More values computed, though without MC derived uncertainties, are X = 4.93
and Z = 4.21 kpc. This tells us that the star is currently about halfway closer
to the Galactic centre than the Sun, and that it lies above the Galactic plane;
however, W tells us that it is moving downwards towards this plane. The present
angular velocity vφ(0) = −142.04 km/s, and the median is vφ = −128.60 km/s.
Since these velocities have not been corrected for the solar motion, it means that
HE1405-0822 is moving in the same direction as the Galactic disk (prograde
motion). Its current vR = −120.04 and vZ = −30.88 km/s.

galpy produces a list of (X,Y, Z) coordinates, that are plotted below to
show the orbit in space of HE1405-0822. The origin of these plots describes
the Galactic centre. The plots are colour-coded so that as time progresses, the
colours shift from black to yellow, where the most black denotes t = 0.
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(a) Orbit in the Galactic plane. (b) Orbit in the XZ-plane.

Figure 4.3: Rotation in both the XY- and XZ-planes. In a), the Galactic plane
rotates clockwise.

Figure 4.4: Orbit through the MW, with the Z-axis pointing towards the Galac-
tic north pole. Note the different axis scales.

4.2.2 Origin

We want to find out from which merger, G-S or Seq, that HE1405-0822 came.
By using data of Jφ and E for 108354 stars from the RAV E mission, and
plotting the latter as a function of the former, Fig. 4.5 is produced. The plot
after it, Fig. 4.6 shows the norm of vR and vZ as a function of vφ (the so called
Toomre diagram). In both figures, HE1405-0822 is marked as a star in yellow,
and the RAV E data is in black. Those stars from the RAV E sample identified
as G-S or Seq stars have been marked as red and blue, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Energy as a function of angular momentum. In this phase space
diagram, it seems like HE1405-0822 belongs to the Seq population.
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Figure 4.6: Velocity (Toomre) diagram. To the right of the limegreen line (at
vφ = −220 km/s), stars move in prograde orbit. This line is not placed at vφ = 0
km/s, because the motions of the stars have not been corrected for the solar
angular velocity of 220 km/s around the MW. Since the vφ = −142.04 km/s of
HE1405-0822 has not been corrected for this velocity, it lies on the prograde,
right side. Within the green circle are thick disk stars and within the dark green
are thin disk stars; the rest are thought to belong to the Halo. It is interesting
to note that the G-S and Seq populations overlap.

Myeong et al. (2019) defined the two merger populations as G-S stars having
|Jφ/Jtot| < 0.07, (JZ − JR)/Jtot < −0.3 and eccentricity e ∼ 0.9, and the
Seq stars having Jφ/Jtot < −0.5, (JZ − JR)/Jtot < 0.1 and e ∼ 0.6. Those
same values for HE1405-0822 are Jφ/Jtot = −0.77, (JZ − JR)/Jtot = 0.12 and
e = 0.61.
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5 Discussion

In this thesis, the Halo RG star HE1405-0822 has been studied using spec-
troscopy, photometry and asteroseismology. UVES high resolution spectra, K2
lightcurve and Gaia DR2 data has been used to find its atmospheric parameters,
chemical abundance pattern, mass, age and kinematics.

From the analysis of the spectra of HE1405-0822, it was found that on the
22nd of March 2005, its radial velocity was 127.36± 0.25 km/s, and on the 3rd
of May 2003 123.82 ± 0.24 km/s. These new radial velocities make the radial
velocity variations smaller. For the same spectra, Cui et al. (2013) found radial
velocities of around 138 km/s and 124.01 km/s, respectively. This, together
with the C, N and s-process element enhancement that the star exhibits, made
them draw the conclusion that the star is part of a binary system.

Are these new velocity results challenging the conclusion that HE1405-0822
is part of a binary system? No, because of three reasons:

• That the newly found velocity variations are of the order of only 3 km/s
could mean that the period of rotation within the system is two years,
since there are two years between the spectra sampled, and not that there
are no velocity variations present at all. This cannot be excluded until
another observation has been done.

• The star still shows a clear C and Ba (an s-process element) enhancement
(N was not explored). This enhancement has not been synthesized in
HE1405-0822, as this star is not far enough on its evolutionary path to
produce these elements on its own. This enhancement would not have
been present in its birth cloud, as carbon and barium is synthesized on a
timescale that is too large to have already occurred at the birth of HE1405-
0822. Thus, the enhancement is most probably due to its companion star.

• The mass of the binary companion is unknown, and could be lower than
expected, or the system too wide; thus creating relatively slow radial ve-
locity variations.

These reasons lead to the conclusion that HE1405-0822’s binary star status is
intact. But more information on its companion must be acquired. It is also of
importance to look more into the idea by Cui et al. (2013) that the r-process
enhancement might have come from its birth cloud, and not accreted from its
companion star. These elements are mainly formed in neutron star mergers,
so it has not been synthesized by the companion itself. Since we know that
HE1405-0822 is a CEMP-r/s star, which has a different formation path than
CEMP-s stars that are formed by AGB binary companion mass transfer, how
it got its r-process elements is of large interest.

Introducing the asteroseismically derived equation for log(g) (i.e. eq. (7))
greatly reduced the uncertainty in the log(g) estimate; the original, spectro-
scopically derived value had an uncertainty of 0.14 dex, while the seismically
derived gravities had uncertainties of 0.02 dex. The differences in uncertainty
shows that the asteroseismic method of deriving stellar gravity is superior. It is
also interesting to see (see e.g. Fig. 4.1) that the spectral analysis systemati-
cally underestimates the surface gravity of HE1405-0822. It also underestimates
the other stellar parameters, i.e. Teff, [Fe/H] and vmic (if the Cui et al. (2013)
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values are compared to those in this thesis). This could be an effect of the LTE
plane-parallell assumption for this metal-poor star. It also indicates that a seis-
mically derived radius would be lower than a spectroscopically derived radius.
Further tests are needed to explain the differences between spectroscopically
and seismically derived stellar parameters, since the number of metal-poor stars
with seismically derived parameters is low.

The α elements whose abundances were derived for HE1405-0822 are Mg and
Ca. Compared to five other metal-poor Halo RG stars (Fig. 4.2), its abundances
are not very different. It is known that for a certain metallicity, stars with high
[α/Fe] are more likely to have originated in the thick disk, while those stars with
lower α abundances probably have been accreted by the MW. That the [α/Fe] of
HE1405-0822 is not remarkably different than for the other RGs, could indicate
that it is an accreted star. However, the amount of studied α elements in this
thesis is very limited, so using these abundances to draw conclusions about the
origin of HE1405-0822 is not wise at this stage of research.

The age of HE1405-0822 is very low for such a metal-poor star. It is approx-
imately as old as the Sun, which is a MS star. This is a second indicator that
the star has undergone mass accretion in its lifetime; the mass-age relation for
RG stars says that the more massive the star, the younger it is (where age is an
approximation of its time spent on the MS). Thus, mass accretion will make the
apparent age lower than the actual one. The uncertainty in the age measure is
very large however, but this can be remedied by e.g. finding its ∆ν.

It thus seems like HE1405-0822 has been rejuvenated by the mass accretion
from its companion star. Given the high C and s-process elements abundances,
the companion has probably passed the AGB evolutionary phase, which is the
phase where these elements are synthesized. This donor was more massive
because it travelled along its evolutionary path faster than HE1405-0822, and
it is probably a white dwarf now.

The kinematical analysis showed that HE1405-0822 is a member of neither
the G-S nor the Seq stellar populations. According to the Myeong et al. (2019)
definition of the two populations, HE1405-0822 fulfills two of three critera for
the Seq population. It also resembles this population in action-energy space
(see Fig. 4.5), but not in velocity space (Fig. 4.6). Its orbit is prograde, like
in-situ thick disk stars, and in velocity space shows kinematics closer to these
thick disk stars. Looking at Fig. 2.2, it does not resemble any of the shown
populations. The question then is if it belongs to a previously unknown Halo
merger event, or if it is a heated thick disk star.

6 Conclusions

The spectral analysis of this work confirms the result of Cui et al. (2013);
HE1405-0822 is a CEMP-r/s-enhanced star, in a binary system. Its stellar
parameters were derived to high precision using asteroseismology together with
spectroscopy. The effect of mass accretion on asteroseismically derived ages has
been explored. Since seismic ages rely on the mass-age relation for RG stars,
every event that changes a stars mass will change its apparent age. In this
thesis, we see an example of such a star. HE1405-0822 has accreted matter
from its binary companion, making it seem younger than it should be: its age
is incompatible with our current understanding of Halo stars. The kinematical
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origin of HE1405-0822 has also been explored. It was found that it might have
been accreted by the MW in a until now unstudied merger event, or it was a
thick disk star that was perturbed to a hotter orbit during a merger.
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7 Recommendations

In this work, local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE) has been assumed for
the spectrum used in the spectroscopic analysis. To get a more physically correct
estimate of HE1405-0822’s stellar parameters and chemical abundances, a non-
LTE correction must be made. An even further step is to use a 3D-NLTE
assumption for the analysis, to get the most physically correct values attainable.
Another correction to the spectroscopic analysis could be to use a stellar model
which takes the C enhancement into accound; since HE1405-0822 is such a C-
rich star, that could affect the outcome of the spectral analysis.

R- and s-process element enhancements have been studied in this thesis.
Another element class of interest is the i-process elements, and their enrichment
of HE1405-0822. The enrichment of i-process elements is a field that is quickly
growing.

The seismically derived mass of HE1405-0822 using PARAM (1.02M�) is sub-
stantially larger than the peak of the Halo RG mass distribution of 0.9M�.
This is an independent indicator that HE1405-0822 truly is part of a binary
star system, in which it has accreted mass from its companion. This seismi-
cally derived mass, together with the chemical profile of HE1405-0822, can be
used to derive the mass of this companion star and the mass of the transferred
matter. Another question then is how the mass transfer occured; via Roche
Lobe overflow or stellar winds. It is also of interest to see how this binarity
affects the carbon enhancement of HE1405-0822, and similar stars. If we want
to observe the white dwarf companion, observations must be done in the UV.
Radial velocity monitoring of the system is important to increase our current
knowledge.

The age of HE1405-0822 has been found via a Bayesian software, using only
its asteroseismic value νmax. However, ∆ν is still unknown. As soon as this
value is found, a more precise age can be derived using this Bayesian approach.
It is also possible to use the scaling relations once ∆ν is known to get the mass,
and apply this mass to the mass-age relationship. It will also be interesting to
compare this mass from the relation to the one derived by PARAM, and see if there
are any differences in how the two handle the mass accretion of HE1405-0822.

The information on HE1405-0822 gained in this thesis has to be put in a
broader context. One way of doing so is to compare its parameters with other
Halo stars, preferably those that are not part of a binary system. Doing an
analysis of a binary star is complicated because the mass transfer it has experi-
enced is not easily mapped. However, it is important to understand them; even
though they are exceptions, they are numerous, especially in CEMP populations.
To understand the Halo, these populations must be more closely investigated.
Thus, understanding both binary and non-binary Halo stars is essential to map
the Halo substructures. This in turn is vital to find by which merger events the
Halo, and thus the MW, has been enriched throughout its history.
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9 Appendix

9.1 Abbreviations

Table 7: A list of the abbreviations used in this thesis, ordered alphabetically.

AGB Asymptotic giant branch
CEMP Carbon enhanced metal-poor
E.W. Equivalent width
GDR2 Gaia data release 2
G-E Gaia-Enceladus
G-S Gaia-Sausage
HRD Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
LMC Large Magellanic cloud
LTE Local thermal equilibrium
MC Monte Carlo
MS Main sequence
MW Milky Way
RC Red clump
RG Red giant
RGB Red giant branch
Seq Sequoia
Sgr Sagittarius
SMC Small Magellanic cloud

9.2 Linelist

Table 8: Line data for the species used to derive stellar parameters and abun-
dances of HE1405-0822.

Species λ [Å] log(gf) χ [eV]
Na I 5895.924 -0.144 0.000
Mg I 5172.684 -0.450 2.712
Mg I 5528.405 -0.498 4.346
Si I 5948.541 -1.130 5.082
Ca I 5111.393 -1.977 5.228
Ca I 5261.704 -0.579 2.521
Ca I 5262.241 -0.471 2.521
Ca I 5581.965 -0.555 2.523
Ca I 5588.749 0.358 2.526
Ca I 5594.462 0.097 2.523
Ca I 5598.480 -0.087 2.521
Ca I 5601.277 -0.523 2.526
Ca I 5857.451 0.240 2.933
Ca I 6102.723 -0.850 1.879
Ca I 6122.217 -0.380 1.886
Ca I 6162.173 -0.170 1.899

Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

Species λ [Å] log(gf) χ [eV]
Ca I 6439.075 0.390 2.526
Ca I 6462.567 0.262 2.523
Ca I 6493.781 -0.109 2.521
Sc II 5031.021 -0.400 1.357
Sc II 5239.813 -0.765 1.455
Sc II 5526.790 0.024 1.768
Sc II 5657.896 -0.603 1.507
Sc II 5658.361 -1.208 1.497
Sc II 5684.202 -1.074 1.507
Sc II 6245.637 -1.022 1.507
Ti II 4798.531 -2.660 1.080
Ti II 4805.085 -0.960 2.061
Ti II 4865.610 -2.700 1.116
Ti II 4874.009 -0.860 3.095
Ti I 4885.079 0.410 1.887
Ti I 4981.730 0.570 0.848
Ti I 4991.066 0.450 0.836
Ti I 4999.503 0.320 0.826
Ti I 5007.209 0.170 0.818
Ti I 5014.276 0.040 0.813
Ti I 5064.653 -0.940 0.048
Ti II 5154.068 -1.750 1.566
Ti II 5185.902 -1.410 1.893
Ti II 5188.687 -1.050 1.582
Ti I 5210.384 -0.820 0.048
Ti II 5226.538 -1.260 1.566
Ti II 5336.786 -1.600 1.582
Ti II 5381.022 -1.970 1.566
Ti I 6258.707 -0.280 1.460
Ti II 6491.566 -1.942 2.061
Cr I 5000.952 -2.016 4.449
Cr I 5089.231 -1.974 4.440
Cr I 5090.810 -2.652 4.440
Cr I 5099.811 -2.766 4.532
Cr I 5204.498 -0.190 0.941
Cr I 5206.023 0.020 0.941
Cr I 5264.153 -1.176 0.968
Cr I 5409.784 -0.670 1.030
Mn II 3441.985 -0.360 1.780
Mn II 3460.315 -0.640 1.810
Mn II 3482.904 -0.840 1.830
Mn II 3488.675 -0.950 1.850
Mn II 3495.833 -1.300 1.860
Mn II 3497.525 -1.430 1.850
Fe I 4858.327 -2.829 4.186
Fe I 4871.318 -0.350 2.865
Fe I 4878.211 -0.887 2.885

Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

Species λ [Å] log(gf) χ [eV]
Fe I 4890.755 -0.386 2.876
Fe I 4891.492 -0.111 2.851
Fe I 4903.310 -0.903 2.882
Fe I 4909.383 -1.231 3.929
Fe I 4918.994 -0.342 2.865
Fe II 4923.921 -1.260 2.891
Fe I 4938.814 -1.077 2.876
Fe I 4946.387 -1.110 3.368
Fe I 4957.298 -0.407 2.851
Fe I 4957.596 0.233 2.808
Fe I 4982.499 0.156 4.103
Fe I 4994.130 -3.058 0.915
Fe I 5005.712 -0.120 3.884
Fe I 5012.068 -2.642 0.859
Fe II 5018.436 -1.100 2.891
Fe II 5035.700 0.632 10.288
Fe I 5107.447 -3.089 0.990
Fe I 5110.413 -3.760 0.000
Fe II 5132.661 -4.094 2.807
Fe II 5146.118 -4.079 2.828
Fe I 5151.911 -3.322 1.011
Fe I 5164.551 -1.260 4.435
Fe I 5166.282 -4.192 0.000
Fe I 5167.488 -1.118 1.485
Fe II 5169.028 -1.000 2.891
Fe I 5171.596 -1.721 1.485
Fe I 5192.344 -0.421 2.998
Fe I 5194.941 -2.021 1.557
Fe II 5197.568 -2.220 3.230
Fe I 5216.274 -2.082 1.608
Fe I 5226.861 -0.551 3.039
Fe I 5227.189 -1.227 1.557
Fe I 5232.940 -0.070 2.940
Fe II 5234.623 -2.180 3.221
Fe I 5266.555 -0.385 2.998
Fe I 5270.356 -1.338 1.608
Fe II 5275.997 -1.940 3.199
Fe II 5316.609 -1.870 3.153
Fe I 5324.179 -0.108 3.211
Fe II 5325.552 -3.160 3.221
Fe I 5328.039 -1.466 0.915
Fe I 5328.531 -1.850 1.557
Fe I 5341.024 -1.953 1.608
Fe II 5362.861 -2.570 3.199
Fe I 5371.489 -1.645 0.958
Fe I 5383.368 0.645 4.313
Fe I 5397.128 -1.991 0.915
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

Species λ [Å] log(gf) χ [eV]
Fe I 5404.151 0.523 4.435
Fe I 5405.775 -1.849 0.990
Fe I 5429.696 -1.879 0.958
Fe I 5434.524 -2.121 1.011
Fe II 5534.838 -2.865 3.245
Fe I 5572.842 -0.289 3.397
Fe I 5584.809 -3.132 4.988
Fe I 5586.756 -0.111 3.368
Fe I 5615.644 0.043 3.332
Fe I 5892.693 -2.326 4.256
Fe I 6136.615 -1.402 2.453
Fe II 6147.734 -2.827 3.889
Fe I 6230.722 -1.281 2.559
Fe II 6247.557 -2.435 3.892
Fe I 6252.555 -1.699 2.404
Fe I 6293.611 -1.156 5.064
Fe I 6393.600 -1.452 2.433
Fe II 6456.380 -2.185 3.903
Fe I 6546.238 -1.536 2.759
Ni I 4786.531 -0.160 3.420
Ni I 5146.482 0.060 3.706
Ni I 5476.904 -0.780 1.826
Cu I 3273.954 -0.359 0.000
Zn I 4810.528 -0.160 4.078
Ba II 4934.074 -0.157 0.000
Ba II 5853.669 -0.907 0.604
Ba II 6141.715 -0.032 0.704
Ba II 6496.898 -0.407 0.604
Eu II 4129.628 0.210 0.000
Eu II 6303.420 -1.020 1.279
Eu II 6645.098 -0.319 1.380
Gd II 4251.731 -0.365 0.380
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